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The Doublespeak Twins — Big R and Little R
(posted by Steven W. Baker / SteveB, Aug. 16, 2012)
Joe Biden: Congressman Ryan has given definition to the vague commitments that Romney’s been making.
There’s definition to it now. It’s clear. When they talked about their plan, not just their budget plan, but their plan
across the board, they called it gutsy. Gutsy… No, I’m serious. Now look, what’s gutsy about giving millionaires
another tax break? What’s gutsy, what’s gutsy about gutting Medicare…Medicaid…education? What’s gutsy? …
Folks, this is not only not new, it’s not fair. It’s not fair to the middle class, and the working poor — and it will not
grow the economy or reduce the deficit. Ladies and gentlemen, we’ve seen this movie before, and we know how it
ends. (http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0812/79765.html?hp=r3)
“Railroaded” by Kathy Malloy, OpEdNews
Aug. 15, 2012, (http://www.opednews.com/articles/Railroaded-by-Kathy-Malloy-120815-601.html)

The Doublespeak Twins have confused "bold" for "hazy" in their description of their Medicare "reform" plan. The
Big R rambles nonsensically about "choice" and "options" and "preservation" while the fast-talking Little R widens

his round blue eyes and spits out a speed-of-sound succession of syllables which, slowed to the perception of the
human ear, sound something like "not vouchers, exactly."
The plan from Team RomRyan has been characterized by the corporate media as "bold," gutsy," and even
"revolutionary." Hmmnnnn ... er, what is their reform plan, exactly? Am I missing something, because it seems
more "obscure, cloudy, and vague" where I'm sitting.
For a couple of Ayn Rand ideologues, they sure lack her clarity and straightforward objectivism.
Their Obama attack ads claim: "When he ran for president, he said he'd protect Medicare, but did you know that he
has taken $716 billion out of the Medicare trust fund? The money you paid for your guaranteed health care is going
to a massive new government program that's not for you. The Romney-Ryan plan protects Medicare benefits for
today's seniors and strengthens the plan for the next generation," the ad's narrator says.
Okay. Deep breath. This $716 billion claim by the Double-R ranch is bat squeeze.
Robert Reich explains it far better than can I:
Stumping in Florida today, Mitt Romney charged President Obama's Affordable Care Act will 'cut more than
$700 billion' out of Medicare. What Romney didn't say was that his running-mate's budget -- approved by
House Republicans and by Romney himself -- would cut Medicare by the same amount.
The big difference, though, is the Affordable Care Act achieves these savings by reducing Medicare
payments to drug companies, hospitals, and other providers rather than cutting payments to Medicare
beneficiaries. A July 24, 2012 report from the non-partisan Congressional Budget Office confirms this.
The Romney-Ryan plan, by contrast, achieves its savings by turning Medicare into a voucher whose value
doesn't keep up with expected increases in healthcare costs -- thereby shifting the burden onto Medicare
beneficiaries, who will have to pay an average of $6,500 a year more for their Medicare insurance,
according an analysis of the Republican plan by the Congressional Budget Office.
Moreover, the Affordable Care Act uses its Medicare savings to help children and lower-income Americans
afford health care, and to help seniors pay for prescription drugs by filling the so-called 'donut hole' in
Medicare Part D coverage. The Romney-Ryan plan uses the savings to finance even bigger tax cuts for the
very wealthy.
Spread the word. Don't allow the GOP to get away with this demagoguery.
GOP headliners and surrogates are out in force railing against the president and critics of their plan to end Medicare
as we know it. Mittens himself responded to the justifiable reaction to his ill-defined Medicare proposals by calling
the President "angry, and desperate to hold onto power."
But if Reich and other critics are wrong, then all RomRyan have to do is put their considerable monies where their
mouths are and show us their actual, black-and-white, detailed and defined Medicare "reform" plan.
Depending on the time of day, and perhaps position of Mercury in the heavens, Romeny either has a "very
different" Medicare plan from Ryan's, or "it's exactly the same." What it isn't, obviously, is written down anywhere
for anybody to see. How Cheneyesque.
Talk about your Etch-A-Sketch -- Mittens first tried to distance himself from the radical Ryan budget by claiming HIS
Medicare plan was different (uh, then why choose a guy whose claim to Neocon fame was gutting this specific
program? But I digress), then he did a 180 on the CBS morning show and said he and Ryan were "exactly on the
same page" on Medicare.
Are you starting to notice a pattern, Truthseekers? He won't issue his old tax returns because he knows they will
reveal his multiple rich-guy evasions and sneaky foreign bank accounts designed to rob the American people of tax

monies. He won't put forward a clear, defined Medicare plan that details how HIS proposals will protect the
program -- as he claims -- and still cut the deficit. And now he can't even shoot straight on how his ideas differ (if
at all) from his chosen running mate. He doesn't rank high on the honesty scale. More like a used-car salesman
than trustworthy national leader.
Given Romney's revisionist history and general lack of "truthiness," it's not remarkable that he would radically
change his tune in the course of 72 hours, but it does weaken his chosen image as The Man With the Plan to Save
America! Especially since he once embraced -- and implemented -- so many of the very provisions of The
Affordable Care Act he now so vehemently despises. What's next?
Can we withstand another 10 weeks of Willard-induced wishy-washy whiplash on the important issues?
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“American Gun Lovers Turn to Russian AK-47s”

“American Gun Lovers Turn to Russian AK-47s” by Andrew E. Kramer, The New York Times
Aug. 14, 2012, (http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/15/business/a-kalashnikov-factory-in-russia-survives-on-sales-tous-gun-owners.html?pagewanted=all)
(U.S. civilians are now buying about the same number of Kalashnikov-style weapons as the Russian army and
police.)
(IZHEVSK, Russia) The nickname of this town, home of the factory that makes Kalashnikov rifles, is the “Armory of
Russia.” Over the years, it has armed a good number of other countries, too, as the lathes and presses of the
Izhevsk Machine Works clanged around the clock to forge AK-47s and similar guns for insurgents and armies
around the world.
But these days, many of Izhevsk’s weapons are headed somewhere else: the United States.
Despite the gun’s violent history — or perhaps because of it — American hunters and gun enthusiasts are snapping
up tens of thousands of Kalashnikov rifles and shotguns. Demand is so brisk that the factory has shifted its focus
from military to civilian manufacture over the last two years. United States sales of the civilian versions, sold under
the brand name Saiga, rose by 50 percent last year, according to officials at the factory, known as Izhmash.
Continue reading at The New York Times…
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Graphic: Vote for ‘Cobra Commander’

http://www.usasurvival.org/911.shtml
[Well…yes…the cobra is a snake and dangerous… –SteveB]
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“Why 90 Million Americans Won't Vote in November”

“Why 90 Million Americans Won't Vote in November” by Susan Page, USA Today
Aug. 15, 2012, (http://www.usatoday.com/news/politics/story/2012-08-15/non-voters-obama-romney/57055184/1
They could turn a too-close-to-call race into a landslide for President Obama— but by definition they probably
won't.
Call them the unlikely voters.
A nationwide USA Today/Suffolk University Poll of people who are eligible to vote but aren't likely to do so finds that
these stay-at-home Americans back Obama's re-election over Republican Mitt Romney by more than 2-1. Two-thirds
of them say they are registered to vote. Eight in 10 say the government plays an important role in their lives.

Even so, they cite a range of reasons for declaring they won't vote or saying the odds are no better than 50-50 that
they will: They're too busy. They aren't excited about either candidate. Their vote doesn't really matter. And
nothing ever gets done, anyway.
"I don't think Obama helped us as much as he promised," says John Harrington, 52, a heavy-equipment operator
from Farmington, Minn., who was among those surveyed. Since 2008, when Harrington voted for Obama, the
financial downturn has forced him to sell his home in Arizona, move to Minnesota to be near a daughter and put
him on the road to Nebraska, North Dakota and Iowa to find work.
His wife "loves" Obama and is sure to vote in November, but he's not certain whether he'll get there this time.

Even in 2008, when turnout was the highest in any presidential election since 1960, almost 80 million eligible
citizens didn't vote. Curtis Gans, director of the non-partisan Center for the Study of the American Electorate,
predicts that number will rise significantly this year. He says turnout could ebb to levels similar to 2000, when only
54.2% of those eligible to vote cast a ballot. That was up a bit from 1996, which had the lowest turnout since 1924.
This year, perhaps 90 million Americans who could vote won't. "The long-term trend tends to be awful," Gans says.
"There's a lot of lack of trust in our leaders, a lack of positive feelings about political institutions, a lack of quality
education for large segments of the public, a lack of civic education, the fragmenting effects of waves of
communications technology, the cynicism of the coverage of politics — I could go on with a long litany."
There's also the relentlessly negative tone of this year's campaign. The majority of TV ads don't try to persuade
voters to support one candidate but rather to convince them not to back the other guy. Romney ads portray Obama
as a failed president and a liar. Obama ads describe Romney as a heartless corporate raider whose firm has laid off
American workers while he parked some of his fortune in a Swiss bank account. (Both candidates dispute the
truthfulness of the other side's commercials.)
"I really don't know much about him, but from what I hear, he's all about putting taxes on the middle-class people,
and I've heard that he's put his money in overseas accounts," Jamie Palmer, 35, a mother of three from St. Joseph,
Mo., says of Romney, echoing accusations made in Democratic ads. "I think that's wrong."
So will she vote? Not a chance.
Palmer has never voted. "If a candidate I liked ran for the presidency, that had the right things to say, I'd go vote,"
she says. "But they say the same things; they make promises; they don't keep them. It's ridiculous. If I vote,
nothing is going to come of it. It's just going to be like it is right now."
Who's the vice president?
Many of these unlikely voters are suspicious of and disconnected from politics. In the survey, six in 10 say they
don't pay attention to politics because "nothing ever gets done"; 54% call politics "corrupt." Only 39% could
correctly name the vice president, Joe Biden. (By contrast, a Pew Research Center poll in 2010 found 59% of
American adults could name the vice president.)
On the other hand, they do see a difference between the two major parties: 53% disagree with the statement that
"there's not a dime's worth of difference between Democrats and Republicans." Obama scores a huge advantage
among all the unlikely voters. By 43%-18%, they support the Democratic incumbent over his Republican challenger.
"There's this pool of people that Barack Obama doesn't even need to persuade," says David Paleologos, director of
the Suffolk University Political Research Center, which took the survey. "All he needs to do is find them and identify
them and get them to the polls. It's like a treasure chest. But the bad news is that the treasure chest is locked. …
"You've got this overriding sense of bitterness and people who have been beaten down by the economy and the
negativity and the lack of trust, and that's the key that Obama can't find. And he's running out of time."
Two-thirds of the unlikely voters say they voted four years ago, backing Obama by more than 2-1 over Republican
John McCain. That helps explain why Obama's campaign is spending millions of dollars on the most elaborate field
operation in U.S. political history, aimed at delivering both core supporters and reluctant ones to the polls.
Romney's pick of Wisconsin Rep. Paul Ryan as his running mate has opened a barrage of Democratic attacks on
Ryan's proposal to move toward a voucher-like system in Medicare. Democratic strategists argue the issue could
energize some of the president's discouraged backers, especially older ones.
Many of the nation's unlikely voters report hard times over the past four years. Only a third call their household
finances good or excellent. Close to half say their annual household income is less than $60,000 a year. They tend
to have lower levels of education than likely voters; nearly six in 10 have no more than a high school diploma.

The ranks of eligible non-voters lean toward the Democratic candidate in most though not all election years. The
Democratic tilt among them is much greater in this survey than it was in 2004 or 2008 in the Gallup Poll just before
Election Day. Then, Democrats had the advantage in voter enthusiasm — an asset they've lost this year.
The process of registering to vote doesn't seem to present a major obstacle. Two-thirds say registering is easy and
can be done pretty quickly; 16% say it takes too much time and is too complicated. The new wave of voter ID laws,
which experts predict may reduce turnout a bit, doesn't seem to be an issue: 75% support requiring citizens to
show a photo ID before voting.
The top reason given by unregistered voters for not having signed up is their busy lives. Among the top reasons
given by registered voters for not bothering to go to the polls: not liking either candidate and not feeling that their
vote matters.
Lisa Goicochea, 19, a student at LaGuardia Community College in New York City, favors Obama. "I like that he's
been trying to go through with the Obamacare, which will benefit a lot of people," she says of the health care law.
But she doesn't plan to vote and isn't interested in politics.

USA Today's Susan Page discusses the results of a USA Today/Suffolk University Poll of Americans who say they are
not likely to vote in November.

"Sometimes people actually enjoy talking about this, and I feel left out," she says. When it comes to the
government, she adds a bit ruefully, "it does matter."
Many unlikely voters feel some regret about not going to the polls. Half agree with the statement that not voting
will bother them in November "because I will be letting other people elect the president." Four in 10 say it won't
bother them "because my vote doesn't make any difference anyway."
What could convince them to vote?
About one in 10 say they could be drawn by different candidates, by being convinced someone could fix the nation's
problems, and by feeling better informed. Asked to name someone whose presidential bid would prompt them to
vote, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton was the most frequently cited, by 7%. Texas Rep. Ron Paul, who
sought the GOP nomination, was next, named by 3%.
Annie Provencher, 60, a retired cashier from St. Pauls, N.C., voted for Bill Clinton and for Democrat John Kerry in
2004. She didn't vote in 2008, and she's not sure she will this time. She knows she doesn't like Obama but isn't sure
about Romney. She plans to rely on the advice of her sister, who lives in Massachusetts, on how Romney did as
governor.
If Hillary Clinton were running, she volunteers, "I'd be back there, the first one in line when the polls opened."
The survey identified one extremely persuasive argument. Among Obama supporters, 85% say they would go to
the polls if they knew their vote would help swing a close election to the president; 70% of Romney supporters say
the same for their candidate.
Given the potential closeness of this election, this might turn out to be the case.
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Re: Graphic: It Is Up to the Voters (FotM Newsletter #204)

Thanks SteveB, Lot's of interesting stuff. One thing that continues to amaze me is cartoon such as the "Navy
SEALS removed one threat now it's up to the voters to remove the other threat."
As someone who actually served in the military for 30 years and in a lot of combat, I really resent this cr*p from a
bunch of stay at home REMFS. The decision to go get Bin Laden was a very bold decision by the President. Once
made, it was carried out very well by the SEALS.

Commanders-in-Chiefs do Commander-in-Chief things and SEALS do SEAL things. In this case both did them very,
very well. If you want a case of not very well, just look at Bush and the invasion of Iraq. The troops largely pulled
the irons out of the fire despite terrible decisions by Bush and the Administration. Of course 4000 of them died
doing it along with 10,000 more terribly injured, but the Republicans seem to have forgotten that little episode.
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Re: America Doesn’t Like Mitt R0mney (reply to SteveB, FotM Newsletter
#204)

Has he expressed any gratitude for what he has received in life?
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Re: America Doesn’t Like Mitt R0mney (reply to Susette, above)

Good question, Susette. I googled it and all I found was this one thing (and I’m not completely sure even this one
bit of appreciation was actually written by the Mittens):
Mitt Romney's Gratitude List (http://www.funkiness.com/2012/05/mitt-romneys-gratitude-list.html)
I, Mitt Romney, am grateful for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speech writers.
Aqua Net.
A dad who could lend me money.
Offshore accounts.
Super PACs.
Ronald Reagan.
Caviar.
Dog crates and bungee cords.
My tan.
Newt Gingrich, Michele Bachmann, Herman Cain and Rick Santorum for making me seem almost
acceptable by comparison.
A low marginal tax rate.
My tailor.
My jawline.
Yachts.
Vacation homes.
8 car garages.
Ronald Reagan.
Private jets.
Fox News.
Trees that are the right height.
Tax shelters.
Cigars.
Goldman Sachs.
American flag lapel pins.
Other “persons” who are ‘seriously conservative.’
Those who are not paying attention.
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“Selfishness as Virtue: The Narcissistic Politics of Paul Ryan”

“Selfishness as Virtue: The Narcissistic Politics of Paul Ryan” by Joe Conason, The National Memo

Aug. 15th, 2012, (http://www.nationalmemo.com/selfishness-as-virtue-the-narcissistic-politics-of-paul-ryan/)
Often labeled a “reformer” for his determination to privatize Medicare and Social Security, Paul Ryan on closer
inspection appears to be simply another Republican politician – like his new patron Mitt Romney – whose first
priority is his own self-interest.
Both the ideology and the legislation he champions prove that he is utterly sincere in his admiration of Ayn Rand,
the kooky libertarian author who elaborated her philosophy in a book candidly titled The Virtue of Selfishness. (The
flavor of this 1964 essay collection can be gleaned from its original title, The Fascist New Frontier. Its first draft
included a Rand screed that compared President John F. Kennedy with Nazi dictator Adolf Hitler.)
Ryan is a millionaire – one of the most affluent members of Congress – chiefly owing to a series of inheritances
from his own family and the family of his wife, an Oklahoma heiress. And like Romney, he would certainly benefit
from the tax proposals in the “Ryan budget,” which provides even greater benefits for wealthy families like his own
than the Bush budgets that he supported during the past decade. The Romney-Ryan ticket’s chief policy
preoccupation, in fact, is cutting their own taxes yet again while gutting government functions that serve the middle
class (while raising taxes on them).
But the self-serving short-sightedness epitomized by Ryan’s ideas extends well beyond cutting taxes for himself and
people like him. Consider his voting record on energy and environmental issues, where he has been a faithful
servant of Big Oil and “skeptic” of climate change caused by carbon emissions.
That record happens to coincide perfectly with the interests of his wife Janna and her father, a lawyer representing
oil and gas interests. Ryan and his wife have already inherited millions of dollars from a trust established by her
family; and they own shares in several companies leasing property in Oklahoma and Texas to energy firms that
benefit from taxpayer subsidies protected in Ryan’s budget. Although Ryan occasionally complains about “corporate
welfare,” he and Romney both oppose any reduction in the multi-billion-dollar tax breaks enjoyed by the oil and gas
industry.
As for Ryan’s own inherited wealth, it is money that mostly came from the huge construction company established
by his great-grandfather in the 19th century. Ryan Incorporated’s success grew from the construction of railroads,
then highways, airports, bridges and other basic public infrastructure – in short, from government contracts. (Its
website proudly outlines the company history and notes that today “the Company performs residential, commercial,
industrial and power site work, landfill construction and capping and full-service golf course building/remodeling for
both public and private customers.”
But while Ryan benefited personally from more than a century of construction that helped to create American
society and a prosperous middle class, his budget serves only the super-rich generation of termites who would allow
U.S. infrastructure to crumble, rather than provide sufficient resources to maintain and modernize it. Should the
Ryan budget ever become law, very little or no federal money will remain available in future decades for such basic
purposes of government. That is fine with him, evidently because Ryan’s own fortunes are no longer tied to the
family construction business. (His cousins who still run the company would be wise to vote for anyone but him.)
Then there is Ryan’s longtime obsession with abolishing Social Security as a public insurance system, which first
drew attention to him during the Bush administration in 2005. The Bush White House suffered political disaster by
pursuing a privatization plan as he urged them to do. Strangely, while Ryan is decades away from retirement age,
he has already collected Social Security in the form of survivor benefits. For two years he received a check every
month, following the tragic early death of his father when the future Congressman was only 16 years old.
Thanks to Social Security, Ryan was able to save money for college – a story similar to that of Senator Al Franken’s
wife Franni, who lost her father at an early age and attended college thanks to federal survivor benefits. But while
Franni Franken’s experience ensured that she and her husband became staunch defenders of Social Security, Ryan
is eager to deprive future orphans of the guaranteed support that he received.
If selfishness is truly a virtue, then Ryan is without peer. His ideas comprise a taxonomy of narcissistic public policy
– from taxes to climate change, infrastructure, and social insurance — that would surely gratify his idol.
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FINALLY! MITT R0MNEY’S TAX RETURNS POSTED ONLINE!

http://www.romneyryan.com/Home/Home.html
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Ben

Re: FINALLY! MITT R0MNEY’S TAX RETURNS POSTED ONLINE! (reply to
SteveB, above)

Funny!
20120815-01
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Fw: CREDO Action Petition: Support Medicare for All!

from CREDO Action:
Thanks for taking action.
Here are some ways you can spread the word to make sure Democrats get the message loud and clear.
If you are on Facebook, click here to post the petition to your Wall:
http://www.facebook.com/share.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fact.credoaction.com%2Fcampaign%2Fmedicare_for_all
%2F%3Frc%3Dshare_email.
You can also send the e-mail (below) to your friends and family. Spreading the word is critical, but please only pass
this message along to those who know you -- spam hurts our campaign.
Thanks for all you do. —The CREDO Action Team
Here's a sample message to send to your friends:
Subject: Single-payer health care now!
Dear Friend,
By selecting Rep. Paul Ryan to be his running mate, Mitt Romney just made this election about Medicare.
Rep. Ryan was the principal architect of a budget proposal that Paul Krugman called both "ludicrous" and "cruel."
And the linchpin of the Ryan budget was his plan to end Medicare.
Now that Ryan's plan to privatize Medicare is in the national spotlight, we need to make sure that the debate isn't
just a point/counterpoint between the center right and the far right.
We need to ensure that a progressive vision is on the table to counter what right-wing extremists like Paul Ryan
and Mitt Romney are proposing.
We shouldn't destroy Medicare, we should expand it so that it covers everybody.
Tell Democrats: Support Medicare for All. Click below to sign the petition:
http://act.credoaction.com/campaign/medicare_for_all/?r_by=45097-5766577-HI6IqJx&rc=confemail.
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Fw: Democracy for America Action: Tell Debate Moderators to Ask
R0mney What He’s Hiding!

Sign up! O'Donnell is pretty good.
from Democracy for America:
Mitt Romney picked Paul Ryan for one reason -- Romney is losing.
Democrats and grassroot activists across the country forced Romney to discuss the most controversial elements of
his campaign -- his time at Bain Capital and his failure to release his tax returns. All of this has caused Romney's
poll numbers to plummet.
Romney hopes Paul Ryan can refocus the campaign back to attacking President Obama and pleasing the Tea-Party
base of the Republican Party. Instead, his Vice Presidential pick revealed more of Romney's hypocrisy. While
Romney has refused to disclose his own tax returns to the public, he happily submitted 23 years of
taxes to John McCain. This year, he demanded all of his potential Vice Presidential picks provide him
with years of returns. How does he think he can get away with this hypocrisy?
As Lawrence O'Donnell pointed out last night, the Romney/Ryan ticket will do everything in their power to avoid
talking to the press about taxes. That's why we need the presidential moderators to ask the tough questions during
the upcoming debates.
Click here to watch Lawrence O'Donnell expose Romney/Ryan's hypocrisy on tax returns:
http://act.democracyforamerica.com/go/1958?t=1&akid=2169.2084018.OLfLkO.
Romney has admitted that his tax returns contain politically damaging information -- information which, if released
to the public, could decide this election.
The presidential debate moderators have the power to hold Romney accountable to the truth. Plus, we know they
are looking for questions, ideas, and feedback from the public.
This year, the debate commission listened to a petition from thousands of Americans and selected the first female
moderator in 20 years to run a debate. Now we have the opportunity to make sure the moderators don't give
Romney an easy pass and get away with his double standard.
Call on the presidential debate moderators to ask Mitt Romney what he's hiding:
http://act.democracyforamerica.com/go/1958?t=2&akid=2169.2084018.OLfLkO.
With your help, we can maintain the pressure and hold Romney accountable.
—Jay Henderson, Political Campaign Manager, Democracy for America
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Re: The Billionaire & Ayn Rand Fan (reply to SteveB, FotM Newsletter
#204)

Well said. One slight correction: I think Elizabeth Warren said it first and the President kind of mauled it a bit on the
second try.
20120815-15
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Re: The Billionaire & Ayn Rand Fan (reply to Art, above)

The big black dummy! I don’t know why I was thinking the timing was the other way around, but I was
cornfused. That’s what happens when people from Indiana get confused.
Thanks Art. I do appreciate being corrected—big, little, or other. I can’t often get corrections back into
individual issues of the FotM Newsletter, but I try to keep the online Monthly Editions as updated and
corrected as I can.
I may make a lot of mistakes, but I’m not as dumb (or as lovable, perhaps) as this dude with the big feet:
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Re: The Billionaire & Ayn Rand Fan (reply to SteveB, above)

That's not you?
20120815-12
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“Why Do We Idolize Jerks?”

“Why Do We Idolize Jerks?” from the book Ascent of the A-Word by Geoffrey Nunberg, Perseus Books/Alternet
Aug. 15, 2012, (http://www.alternet.org/why-do-we-idolize-jerks)
This is an age of a*sholism simply because we find the phenomenon and its practitioners so interesting — or
provocative, or compelling, or compellingly repulsive, or sometimes all of those at once. I’m not thinking so much of
a*sholes of opportunity like Charlie Sheen and Mel Gibson, or of incidental a*sholes like James Cameron or Brett
Favre, whose a*sholism only adds a colorful sidebar to an independently impressive career. There’s little about
those people that’s particular to the age, save that in earlier periods the public probably would have been spared
the details of the personal tics and twitches that qualify them for the a*shole label. What’s unique to our time is the
fixation with certain iconic a*sholes, who exemplify each in his way the problematic allure of the species.
Steve Jobs, for example, was a modern personification of the a*shole as achiever, someone whose a*sholism
seems to be inextricable from his success as a leader. The traditional paragons of the type are the storied tough
guys from military, business, and public life whose leadership styles are packaged in memoirs and advice books like
What It Takes to Be #1: Lombardi on Leadership, Rudy Giuliani’s Leadership, 29 Leadership Secrets from Jack
Welch, and above all a four-foot shelf of inspirational works on George S. Patton, the first general to have been
explicitly designated an a*shole by both his men and his superiors. From Patton on Leadership: Strategic Lessons
for Corporate Warfare, we learn:

If he slapped a soldier, well, it was certainly wrong, but he thought it necessary for the morale of his
troops… It was often said that his troops would accomplish the impossible, then go out and do it all over
again. “Patton’s men” may not have always truly appreciated the man’s leadership style at the time. Human
nature is such that the discipline and the obedience required by a great leader are so often cause for griping
and displeasure. But in retrospect, to have served under Patton was a red badge of courage to be worn
forever.
The passage is calculated to reassure even the most abusive manager that he’s on the right track; it’s for the good
of the team, after all, and whatever his subordinates may say about him, they’ll be grateful later on.
For some, Jobs fills an analogous role in the digital age. Shortly after his death and the publication of Walter
Isaacson’s bestselling biography, Tom McNichol wrote in the Atlantic:
CEOs, middle managers and wannabe masters of the universe are currently devouring the Steve Jobs
biography and thinking to themselves: “See! Steve Jobs was an a*shole and he was one of the most
successful businessmen on the planet. Maybe if I become an even bigger a*shole I’ll be successful like
Steve.”
And indeed, some observers depicted Jobs’ a*sholism as a deliberate management style. As Alan Deutschman put it
in Newsweek, Jobs was a “master of psychological manipulation”:
He found that by delivering brutal putdowns of his co-workers he could test the strength of their conviction
in their own ideas… He found that many of the most brilliant engineers and creative types actually
responded well to cruel criticism, since it reinforced their own secret belief that they weren’t living up to
their vaunted potential.
Not everyone agrees with that assessment of Jobs’ skills as a manager; Isaacson says that he was terrible at it, and
that success came despite his being a colossal a*shole, not because of it. But it isn’t as if there are no advantages
to being an a*shole, in business or elsewhere. Life rarely makes moral choices that easy for us. When he was
preparing The No A*shole Rule: Building a Civilized Workplace and Surviving One That Isn’t, Robert Sutton reports
he was repeatedly challenged by Silicon Valley leaders who asked him, “What about Steve Jobs?” to the point
where he reluctantly added a chapter called “The Virtues of A*sholes.” He concedes that judicious displays of
irrational anger have their uses—fear of humiliation can be a motivator for employees if it’s balanced with the hope
of praise, and a well-timed tantrum can get you a boarding pass at the last minute from uncooperative airport staff.
And there are fields where behaving like an a*shole offers a clear career advantage, such as professional wrestling
and the law. Certain law firms encourage a hardball style that can cross over into what Sandra Day O’Connor has
called legal Ramboism. As a former federal judge who became a partner at a notoriously aggressive Wall Street law
firm said, “At Skadden Arps…we pride ourselves on being a*sholes. It’s part of the firm’s culture.”
Still, nobody would argue that being an a*shole is essential to business success. The books on leadership that line
the business sections of Barnes & Noble offer career models to suit every personality type. One can take one’s cues
from successful leaders ranging from Bismarck and Golda Meir to Nelson Mandela and the apostle Paul, not to
mention Generals Lee, Grant, Custer, and Attila the Hun. With that choice before them, the managers who make for
the shelf that holds books on Patton and Jobs aren’t settling on a*sholism as a career expedient, they’re looking to
justify their predilection for it. Few people become a*sholes reluctantly.
In any event, few of the people who bought Isaacson’s biography were looking for tips on becoming masters of the
universe or pretexts for rationalizing their own arrogance. And the stories Isaacson tells about Jobs’ a*sholism are
different from the ones that hagiographic biographers tell about Patton. They often demonstrate a capacity for
irrationality, spitefulness, and petulance that had little to do with any psychological jujitsu: firing a manager in front
of an auditorium of people; short-changing Steve Wozniak on a bonus in the early days of their partnership; taking
credit for the ideas of others; screaming, crying, and threatening when the color of the vans ordered at NeXT didn’t
match the shade of white of the manufacturing facility; and launching savagely into anyone who aroused his
displeasure. (I know of one person who says he quit his high-level job at Apple because he got tired of wiping Jobs’
spittle off his glasses.) True, the Patton of historical fact was by most accounts even worse: a full-blown prick,
sadist, and suck-up detested by both his superiors and his subordinates. But most of that has been left out of the

story that made Patton an epitome of brilliant leadership, whereas Jobs’ pathological behavior is an essential
element in his myth.
So it says something that Jobs’ a*sholism hasn’t been retouched for public consumption the way Patton’s was. That
has a lot to do with the anti-heroic temper of the times; we demand all the dirt, especially on our heroes. But it also
suggests a different idea of what makes these a*shole achievers compelling, even to those with no interest in
emulating them. Jobs’ tantrums and rants don’t evoke the resolute toughness of a Leader of Men so much as the
temperament that we associate with creative genius. He styled himself as an artist rather than a businessman, the
turtlenecked begetter of the cool exuded by the company’s iStuff. That was a credible posture in an age in which
people found it natural to compare the launch of the iPhone to the previous generation’s Woodstock, and it seemed
to license the prodigal shittiness that goes with being a Bernini, a Picasso or a Pound — or, for that matter, a
Robert Plant. One reviewer of the Isaacson book compared reading it to “going backstage at a Led Zeppelin concert
in the seventies and seeing your heroes wasted, and babbling like babies, surrounded by bimbos.” Indeed, Jobs was
a rock star, in a sense that Bill Gates couldn’t possibly be, not just because he was idolized, but because he was one
of those people like Jim Morrison, Kanye West and the Metallica guys, whose behavior as flaming a*sholes is taken
as evidence of being exceptional enough to be able to get away with it.
Donald Trump comes closer than anyone else to being the archetype of the species; crossing genres, he exemplifies
all the ways an a*shole can capture our attention. He’s in a different league from Patton or Jobs, whose a*sholism
is perceived relative to their other achievements — they’d be remembered even if they had been even-tempered
and self-effacing, though perhaps not the subjects of a best-selling biography or an Oscar-winning biopic, whereas
Trump would have no more claim on our attention than Harold Hamm, Charles Ergen, Dannine Avara or most of the
other hundred-odd Americans who have more money than he does.
But Trump is a pure a*shole in a way that very few people are ever a pure anything, as one dimensional as the
villain in a Batman movie. Everything he says reveals the workings of a hermetically self-referential mind. Here he is
explaining his objections to gay marriage:
It’s like in golf. A lot of people—I don’t want this to sound trivial—but a lot of people are switching to these
really long putters, very unattractive. It’s weird. You see these great players with these really long putters,
because they can’t sink three-footers anymore. And, I hate it. I am a traditionalist. I have so many fabulous
friends who happen to be gay, but I am a traditionalist.
Not even Stephen Colbert could have come up with that; whatever else can be said about Trump, he writes his own
stuff. And controversial as he is in other regards, no one disputes that he’s an a*shole, though people have very
different reasons for finding that compelling. Some regard him with de haut en bas disdain. In its heyday in the
1980s, Spy magazine made a fetish of his arriviste coarseness with the recurrent epithet “short-fingered vulgarian”
(in retrospect, the “Not our class, dear” condescension of that phrase is a reminder of how tricky it is to deride an
a*shole from above). Others take pleasure in seething at his outrageousness. His presidential foray in early 2011,
with its opportunistic rekindling of the birther dementia, briefly made him Topic A not just on the right but on the
left—at the Huffington Post, mentions of Trump trail only those of Sarah Palin, who has been at the game much
longer. At the time, even his online supporters conceded that he was an a*shole, though they either looked past it
or saw it as a plus. To some it meant that he was someone who would get the job done, à la Patton; to others that
he wouldn’t mince words in letting the world know what an a*shole Barack Obama is:
I will vote for him. The guy might be an a*shole but the economy needs a fucking businessman at the helm.
I will vote for Trump, precisely because he is a jerk, but a jerk who knows when he’s getting screwed on a
deal, and will make sure it is America that comes out on top.
Trump may be an arrogant a*shole but he says what he thinks.
He says what so many ppl are thinking but is afraid to say it because of PC. trump is so fearless and does
not give a dam about what ppl think about him. most ppl are afraid to speak their mind and say what they
really believe because they will be called racist bigoted etc.

Trump’s preeminence in this line testifies to his mastery of the mechanisms of publicity. Apart from Colbert, no one
in public life understands better than he how engaging a*sholism can be, both in real life and in its broadcast
simulacra. “The Apprentice” epitomizes the genre of reality television built around situations in which people can be
abusive to others who have willingly consented to take part in return for money or celebrity. Every episode arcs
towards a finale that gives the viewers the opportunity to watch a powerful man acting like an a*shole towards his
supplicants, dispatching the losing competitor with a brisk, “You’re fired.” The phrase is supposed to evoke the
pitilessness it takes to survive in “the ultimate jungle,” but we don’t actually feel much compassion for the losers.
They’ve fought to get there, after all, and any residual sympathy we might have had for them is dissipated in the
final boardroom scene where they’re incited to act like a*sholes themselves, selling each other out in an effort to be
spared the axe. And anyway, “fired” here really means “playing a subordinate role in the rest of this season’s
episodes.” So there’s none of the vicarious outrage we might feel watching a movie of the week that depicts Leona
Helmsley summarily discharging a busboy who spilled some tea in her saucer.
Those scenarios are reproduced, with variations, across many of the genres of reality television, from “American
Idol” to “What Not to Wear” to “Gordon Ramsay’s Restaurant Makeover” (which offers, Gina Bellafante said in the
New York Times, “the thrill of…witnessing someone so at peace with his own arrogance”). In each instance, the
format keeps the “reality” close enough to the actual so that the a*shole’s behavior is distressing to his targets
without ever reaching so deep into their lives that it becomes genuinely disturbing to the viewer. They allow us to
enjoy the spectacle of social aggression without experiencing any vicarious moral risk, in the same way that “dare”
shows like “Fear Factor” allow us to watch contestants attempt to jump from one building to another without any
real physical danger. On the contrary, our indignation over the behavior of the designated a*sholes on the jobsearch shows like “The Apprentice” and the documentary-style shows like those in the “Real Housewives” franchise
isn’t diminished by knowing how much of it is engineered by the producers or simulated for the camera. It’s the
same suspension of disbelief that makes possible the Comedy Central roasts, in which some celebrity, ideally a
high-profile a*shole himself, winces good-humoredly as comedians who have never met him take turns making
pointed put-downs at his expense. (“When Trump bangs a supermodel, he closes his eyes and imagines he’s jerking
off.”) There have been eras that took a far more intense interest in spectacles of cruelty than ours, but none that
was so transfixed by watching people act like a*sholes.
That fascination is fed in equal parts by our fantasies of rock star self-indulgence and the resentments and anxieties
that a*sholes evoke. Both are popular themes in recent cinema. I’m not thinking so much of the innumerable
comedies and dramas that feature a*sholes as their stock villains, but of movies in which the a*sholes are the focus
of dramatic interest. Some of these are tales of a*shole redemption, like Rain Man and all those other Tom Cruise
vehicles. Others are more equivocal about the condition, like The Company of Men, The Politician, Greenberg,
Margin Call, and Rules of Attraction, as well as the mean-girl movies like Heathers and Mean Girls itself, which break
new generic ground. Meanwhile, television has made a mini-industry of the dirtbag sitcoms that I mentioned earlier.
And one should make a special place for “The Office,” especially the original version with Ricky Gervais, which
created one of the most incisive modern portraits of the a*shole’s clueless self-delusion. Gervais’ David Brent elicits
contempt and irritation, pity, even affection — a sign not so much of the complexity of the character but of how
conflicted we are about the type he personifies.
Some of these a*sholes are just old curs warmed over, but others are creatures new to film. The Social Network,
for example, could have been subtitled A*shole 2.0. There are obvious resemblances between Mark Zuckerberg and
Steve Jobs as driven high-tech creators, but the character of Zuckerberg created by Aaron Sorkin and David Fincher
(which by all accounts is substantially different from the real Zuckerberg) belongs to a different genus of a*sholes.
No one would be tempted to describe him as a “master of psychological manipulation,” as Newsweek did Jobs; he’s
arrogant, self-absorbed, and insensitive to the point of near-autism. In the opening scene, he preens and
condescends to his girlfriend, Erica, in a Cambridge bar (“You don’t have to study… You go to BU [Boston
University]”). She tells him he’s an a*shole, breaks up with him, and walks out. As if to prove her right, he goes
back to his dorm and posts some unflattering and sexist remarks about her on his blog, then, in a misogynistic
follow-up, creates the “Facemash” application that allows people to rank the women students for hotness. Later we
see him cutting out his best friend, who put up the money for the project, and responding with prodigal snottiness
to a lawyer who’s deposing him:
GAGE: You don’t think I deserve your attention…

ZUCKERBERG: You have part of my attention. You have the minimum amount. The rest of my attention is
back at the offices of Facebook, where my colleagues and I are doing things that no one in this room,
including and especially your clients, are intellectually or creatively capable of doing.
Only in an incongruously mawkish final scene does Zuckerberg reveal a dim awareness of his isolation and
loneliness, as he sits alone at a conference table in the offices of his lawyers and sends a Facebook friend request
to his former girlfriend, Erica, then keeps compulsively refreshing the page to see if there’s a response. All of a
sudden he’s pathetic, and for the first time strikes us as a possible object of sympathy. “You’re not really an
a*shole,” his lawyer, Julie, has told him, but what the scene really shows is that he’s only an a*shole, not an
unmitigated shit like most of the other characters — the slick hustler Sean Parker, the supercilious and selfinfatuated Winklevoss twins who accused him of stealing their idea.
That last scene put several critics in mind of Charles Foster Kane’s “Rosebud,” and it seems to set the movie in the
long line of American stories that show successful figures repaid for their unchecked ambition with loneliness. The
scene is obviously meant to leave the audience with the consoling thought that it profiteth a man nothing if he
gains the world but loses his soul mate. But there are no real film antecedents for the figure of the emotionally
stunted nerd billionaire (a very far cry from Mickey Rooney in Young Tom Edison), just as there are no media
precursors of the digital culture that seems to many to foster a kindred sense of disconnection and casual
meanness. Or at least that’s the perception of many people in the generation of Sorkin and Fincher, who were in
their late forties when the film was made. They obviously meant for their Zuckerberg to personify the digital culture,
as they signaled in the ambiguous title The Social Network. That’s how Zadie Smith read the story in the New York
Review of Books:
Shouldn’t we struggle against Facebook? Everything in it is reduced to the size of its founder… Poking,
because that’s what shy boys do to girls they are scared to talk to. Preoccupied with personal trivia, because
Mark Zuckerberg thinks the exchange of personal trivia is what “friendship” is… We were going to live
online. It was going to be extraordinary. Yet what kind of living is this? Step back from your Facebook Wall
for a moment: Doesn’t it, suddenly, look a little ridiculous? Your life in this format?
But that’s not how people who grew up with Facebook see either Zuckerberg or his creation. When I talk to
Berkeley undergraduates about the movie (which they’ve apparently all seen), they acknowledge that Zuckerberg
behaved badly, but they don’t see him as the alien and alienating figure that Sorkin and Fincher made him out to be
— he’s a routine sort of jerk, and if they have it in for him, it’s more often because of Facebook’s privacy policies
than any of the wrongs committed by his movie avatar. Nor would they recognize either Facebook or themselves in
Smith’s description of the online world. They don’t see their walls and profiles as the places where they live their
lives, just as one of the many venues, material and immaterial, where they circulate. And they’re quite clear on the
difference between friends and “friends.” As one student of mine wrote, after describing the assortment of postings
on his Facebok wall from classmates, acquaintances, and already forgotten high-school chums, “If I thought this
was a representation of my actual life, I’d need to reevaluate it pronto.”
In the same way, digital natives aren’t as disturbed as their parents are by the snark and a*sholism endemic in the
online world, not because the perpetrators aren’t a*sholes, but because they’re relatively harmless ones. It’s a
curious feature of the age that the forms of a*sholism that people find most alarming tend to be those that have
less drastic effects on their daily lives. Abusive blog comments are easier to ignore or shrug off than rude remarks
from people behind you in the line at the DMV. But for just that reason, the more remote and impersonal forms of
a*sholism are easier to engage in without rippling one’s conscience too much. And while these activities don’t
generally inflict the personal injuries that a*sholism can at work or school, they can be enormously destructive of
the fabric of public life.
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Today’s Lunch at Apple

Another tasty meal of the kind I like as often as I can get it: fresh fish filet (seared, baked, sauteed, fried, poached,
steamed, raw... whatever) with fresh veggies and accessories.

Today it was flawlessly seared fresh black grouper from the Gulf, with a (thankfully!) mild tarragon sauce. I do
NOT agree with James Beards' proclamation that "you can't have too much tarragon". He can be famous all he
wants, but to me, tarragon can easily be overpowering. My beautiful, perfect fish was laid gracefully across a
robust red quinoa salad that had a notable inclusion of bits of cucumber, onion, and tomato; it was accompanied by
a generous portion of roasted fresh peppered carrots. ("Try to kill me with the carrots, if you like", I said to my
chef... and he did...) It's all gone now, of course, and all was quite delicious.
Susette and I made it safely through Faith's Gauntlet today (photo enclosed), even though it had several droolable
new items and a revisit of the incredibly awesome mousse-like Bourbon Chocolate Cake. That 'cake', we now
know, is really more like liquid chocolate in a gel state - almost a mousse, with enough air in it that it feels light,
and looks almost like cake, but when forked, is much more like a mousse... and an easily discernible slug of Rebel
Yell bourbon. But that was yesterday...)
Here's lunch. The little tuft of green atop each carrot is a Badge of Authenticity.

Seared Gulf Grouper over Red Quinoa Salad with Roasted Carrots

Faith's Gauntlet

[I thought this was Faith’s Gauntlet…? –SteveB]
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Fw: The Real Miss America

The Real Miss America
There's a Proud Papa out there somewhere.

This 19 year old ex-cheerleader, now an Air Force Security Forces Sniper, was watching a road in Pakistan that led
to a NATO military base when she observed a man digging by the road. She engaged the target (she shot him).
It turned out he was a bomb maker for the Taliban, and he was burying an IED that was to be detonated when a
U.S. patrol walked by 30 minutes later. It would have certainly killed and wounded several soldiers. The interesting
fact of this story is the shot was measured at 725 yards.

She shot him as he was bent over burying the bomb. The shot went through his rectum and into the bomb which
detonated; he was blown to pieces. The Air Force made a motivational poster of her. Folks, that's a shot 25 yards
longer than seven football fields and the last thing that came out of his mouth... was his a*s!
If You Can Not Stand Behind Our Troops, Please Feel Free to Stand in Front of Them!!!!!
I'd hold her ammo anytime.
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—Friends of the Middle,
Steven W. Baker (SteveB), Editor/Moderator
You can subscribe to this free, no-obligation, daily Newsletter filled with lively, intelligent discussion centered on
politics and government, but ranging to anything members feel is important, interesting, or entertaining. To
subscribe, use the form on our website or blog, or simply reply to this email with “Yes” or “Start” in the Subject line,
then add our email address (below) to your Contacts or Safe list. To opt-out, reply with “No” or “Stop” in the
subject line.

Welcome to all our new members who may be here for the first time. We want to hear from YOU! To submit your
comment, you can use the form on our website or blog, or reply to this email with your two cents worth. Be sure to
sign with your desired user name.
Your email address will always be kept strictly confidential.
Feel free to forward this Newsletter to anyone you know on the Right or the Left, though your motives might be
different in each case. Regardless, PASS IT ON! Help keep your friends and acquaintances informed and thinking.
http://www.FriendsOfTheMiddle.org
FriendsOfTheMiddle@hotmail.com
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